**Middle School Reading Recommendations 2024**

**Juvenile Fiction**

- **Something Like Home**  
  Arango
- **Dust**  
  Bowling
- **It Found Us**  
  Currie
- **Will on the Inside**  
  Eliopulos
- **The Book of Stolen Dreams**  
  Farr
- **Turtles of the Midnight Moon**  
  Fitzgerald
- **Alebrijes**  
  Higuera
- **Bumps in the Night**  
  Howard
- **Good Different**  
  Kuyatt
- **The Lost Year**  
  Marsh
- **The Myth of Monsters: Medusa**  
  Marsh
- **The Many Assassinations of Samir, the Seller of Dreams**  
  Nayeri

*Books with this symbol are available in other formats. Please see a librarian for info.*
The Labors of Hercules Beal
Gary D. Schmidt

The Winterton Deception: Final Word
Sumner Johnson

Remember Us
Jacqueline Woodson

The Moonwind Mysteries: The Night Raven
Joan Rundberg

Magic Girls: Kira and the (Maybe) Space Princess
Kira Brennan

A for Effort
Rachel Greene

The Circuit
Ruben Jiménez

Mexikid
Carmelo Martín

Too Scared to Sleep
Andrew Duplessie

Wrecker
Carl Hiaasen

Amil and the After
Vesra Hiranandani

Ace and the Misfits
Kawooya

Need more recommendations?
Ask a librarian!